In recent years, transistor junction formation in complementary metal oxide semiconductor devices by ion implantation has encountered serious limitations due to transient enhanced diffusion ͑TED͒ during the annealing step. Current models of TED rely heavily on detailed simulations of the complex diffusion-reaction network that governs TED, and often rely on fitted parameters whose values are uncertain. The present work uses a more rigorous set of rate parameters obtained from a maximum likelihood estimation to develop a relatively simple analytical treatment of boron TED that is capable of estimating the degree of profile spreading and the temperature at which TED should begin to occur significantly. The treatment suggests that reduction of TED should focus on implantation schemes and heating programs designed to decrease the number of clusters slightly smaller than the very largest. Forming extremely shallow pn junctions in Si-based microelectronic logic devices is becoming increasingly critical as device dimensions continue to diminish. For example, advanced complementary metal oxide semiconductor devices will require junction depths X j between 13 and 22 nm in the source and drain extension regions by 2005.
Forming extremely shallow pn junctions in Si-based microelectronic logic devices is becoming increasingly critical as device dimensions continue to diminish. For example, advanced complementary metal oxide semiconductor devices will require junction depths X j between 13 and 22 nm in the source and drain extension regions by 2005. 1 Current technology for junction formation relies almost exclusively on ion implantation to introduce dopants into the substrate. Although junction depths can be made shallower by reducing the implant energy, the effectiveness of this approach has been limited by the need to anneal the resulting structure to activate the dopant electrically and to eliminate implant-induced defects in the crystal structure. As long as they exist, these defects mediate exceptionally fast transient enhanced diffusion ͑TED͒ of the implanted dopants, often leading to significant spreading of the original dopant profile.
Because experiments to measure TED kinetics are expensive and sometimes difficult to interpret unambiguously, many researchers have resorted to detailed modeling to aid process development. There have been several attempts in the literature to develop a comprehensive physical picture for TED, [2] [3] [4] [5] and such attempts have been incorporated into various widely used profile simulators. 6 However, the existing models suffer important deficiencies.
One problem is that the predictive capability of most TED models outside their tested range is subject to serious doubt. Many elementary kinetic steps contribute to the experimental observable: typically a dopant depth profile obtained by secondary ion mass spectroscopy ͑SIMS͒. Hence, all models include numerous rate parameters, many of whose values are developed primarily according to their ability to fit experimental SIMS profiles. The large number of parameters provides many degrees of freedom for fitting, impeding the ability to develop a unique set.
A second problem is that profile simulators are not very conducive to developing simple, intuitive explanations for key features of TED that retain quantitative utility. Many kinetic processes take place in ways that vary strongly both in space and time, and the dominant elementary steps in the overall diffusion-reaction network vary accordingly. Thus, clear generalizations are often difficult to make. These difficulties are particularly pronounced when there is uncertainty about key rate parameters.
This work attempts to alleviate these problems by developing a relatively simple analytical treatment for TED that incorporates no fitted rate parameters. The parameters have been calculated in our laboratory 7, 8 using maximum likelihood ͑ML͒ estimation 9 which surpasses simple fitting of experimental profiles in terms of mathematical rigor and justifiability of the derived parameter set. The resulting model has yielded analytical expressions for estimating the temperature at which TED should begin to occur significantly and the degree of profile spreading. An important conclusion of the work is that reducing TED should involve adjusting both the initial conditions for the clusters ͑during implant͒ and the subsequent heating procedure to maximize the number of clusters having dissociation energies just under the maximum.
Basic Model
Kinetic parameters and treatment of clusters.- Table I and II  reproduce the kinetics we have developed previously  7,8 regarding interstitial diffusion and interaction with clusters. It is well known that clusters of atoms form during postimplant annealing. These clusters release free interstitial atoms that drive TED. There is considerable evidence that clusters can comprise pure B, pure Si, or mixed B-Si. Due to the number of cluster species that can be tracked by the process simulator we used, Tables I and II show rate parameters limited to a maximum of five atoms for pure Si and mixed B-Si clusters. We doubt that this restriction imposes serious limitations on simulation accuracy because experimental observations from spike rapid thermal annealing ͑RTA͒ of sub-keV implanted show no evidence for large clusters. [10] [11] [12] Regarding boron, there is no evidence for pure B clusters larger than two atoms that involve interstitial atoms. Instead, B interstitials seem to be more effectively captured by mixed B-Si. 13, 14 The model includes only point defects and excludes extended defects such as dislocation loops and ͕311͖ defects, which may also interact with interstitials in some cases.
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Weaknesses of published kinetic parameters.-It seems prudent to highlight a weakness in using published rate parameters that to our knowledge has not been discussed in the TED literature. The very short estimated time constants for (B s Ϫ Si i ) complex formation, of order tens to hundreds of picoseconds, call into question the kinetic validity of the rate expressions and parameters being used. The expressions in Tables I and II tacitly assume a rate law based on a transition state formulation, 15 in which an atom attempts to cross a well-defined potential barrier at a frequency comparable to a lattice vibrational frequency. Such formulations are usually applied under conditions at modest temperatures where kT is much less than the barrier height. At 1050°C, however, kT ϭ 0.11 eV, which approaches the same magnitude as several barriers in Tables I and II. Under such conditions, it becomes questionable whether the potential barrier remains well defined.
Van Vechten has described this problem at length with respect to vacancies in Si, 16 but the basic picture remains valid for interstitial motion as well as reactions with clusters. Well above the Debye temperature ͑670 K in Si͒, the neighbors of the atom of interest fluctuate so strongly in position that they occasionally conspire to create an open ''tube'' for motion with essentially no barrier. If the atom in question possesses sufficient kinetic energy ͑of order 1 eV͒, that atom simply zips through the tube before it closes. The resulting rate parameters depend upon the energy and entropy associated with rapid translational motion, and exhibit activation energies much larger than barriers computed by quantum methods ͑at 0 K͒ and pre-exponential factors much larger than vibrational frequencies. This theory has to our knowledge, not been refined for calculations of the sort required here, and so our treatment will stick with the classical low temperature picture. Nevertheless, the results of this paper and others employing low temperature physics should be treated with due circumspection. 
Assumed ϭ E diff,Si i a For clarity in focus on cluster effects, the present work uses slightly different notation than related publications from this laboratory. 7 Where two symbols are given here, the latter symbol appears in Ref. 7 . b ML ϭ Maximum likelihood estimation. c The pre-exponential factor for this diffusion has been assumed to be 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 cm 2 /s.
For m у 1, one of the boron atoms is presumed to be substitutional. Also, m and n must obey m ϩ n у 2 and m ϩ n р 4. Finally, if n ϭ 0 then m is assumed to obey m р 2. ͑No pure boron clusters larger than dimers form.͒ e The pre-exponential factor for this association reaction has been assumed to be 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 cm 2 /s, 7 regardless of cluster size. Also, if two free Si interstitials recombine, the stochiometric factor of 2 has been neglected. 
where N j denotes concentration and G a net generation rate. The flux J comprises terms due to both diffusion and drift in response to electric fields. The electric fields are obtained by solution of Poisson's equation. FLOOPS was implemented with the rate expressions and parameters shown in Tables I and II together with no-flux surface boundary conditions for all species b,18 and no surface band bending. Concentrations of charged interstitial B and Si species were computed according to Fermi statistics as described elsewhere. 19 Due to the number of cluster species that can be tracked by FLOOPS 2000, cluster sizes were limited to four atoms for pure B and Si clusters and five for mixed B-Si clusters. The entire distribution of cluster dissociation energies has been captured in the present model by equating the size-5 dissociation energy to that of the large interstitial clusters ͑ϳ3.5-3.7 eV͒. This model telescopes the entire cluster dissociation cascade into a computationally manageable set of events. According to a detailed parameter sensitivity analysis that appears elsewhere, 8 the junction depth and degree of boron activation are not sensitive to the dissociation energy of size 5 clusters, but rather to the dissociation of intermediate-sized clusters. This finding, together with experimental observations from spike RTA of sub-keV implanted wafers indicating that large clusters do not form, 20 suggests that the limitation on cluster size does not impose serious restrictions on physical interpretations drawn from the simulation.
Initial conditions on the profiles for Si i were set to track the local concentration of total implanted boron. For total boron we employed experimental as-implanted profiles as initial conditions, with a fixed fraction of one-fifth of the total boron in substitutional sites, in accord with the suggestion of Caturla et al. 21 and Kobayashi et al.
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Figure 1 shows an example of heating program employed, drawn from a larger experimental data set to which the simulations were compared. The experimental wafers, obtained from International Sematech, were implanted with 2 ϫ 10 15 ions/cm 2 of B at 0.60 keV with 0°tilt. Results for a comparable set of experiments also have been reported by Downey et al. 23 Simulations were performed using the temperature program shown in Fig. 1 at a ramp rate of 150°C/s and maximum temperature of 1050°C. Ramp rate effects are considered in another publication. 24 Figure 2 shows a typical example comparing simulated total boron profiles and experiment. The agreement is excellent. The kinetic parameters were taken from published experimental and computational estimates using the ml method, 7, 8 which gives the most likely values of the parameters as weighted average of the published estimates. Note that there has been no free parameter fitting in developing the ML parameter set. For descriptive purposes, the profile is divided into ␣, ␤, and ␥ regions that encompass, respectively, the dopant peak near the surface, the relatively flat region where most TED takes place, and the deep bulk beyond the ''shoulder'' in the diffused profiles. The junction at a ͓B s ͔ ϭ 1 ϫ 10 18 cm Ϫ3 falls within the ␥ region.
Qualitative Model Predictions for Profile Spreading and Activation
It is well known 2-5 that TED and dopant activation behavior is determined primarily by the interplay between interstitials ͑both Si and B͒ and the reservoirs that render interstitials immobile, i.e., lattice sites and various clusters between interstitials and substitutional boron ͓such as (B s Ϫ Si i ) and (B s Ϫ B i )] and pure Si interstitial clusters. As-implanted profiles would broaden very rapidly even at low temperature if there were no reactions that immobilize the interstitials in these reservoirs.
Based on our improved set of parameters, we can summarize the main features of the diffusion/activation process during implantation and annealing as follows.
Implantation and temperature stabilization.-During implantation at room temperature, numerous interstitials of B and Si are created. In agreement with previous discussions in the literature, 3 the rate parameters in Table I indicate that the interstitials diffuse as soon as they appear. Indeed, there exists both computational 25 [26] [27] [28] evidence suggesting that B and Si diffuse significantly even at temperatures much lower than room temperature. Random-walk motion can be described by
where x denotes diffusion length and t diffusion time. Simple estimates of interstitial diffusivities based on this equation and the data of Table I show that almost all B and Si interstitials have accreted into clusters ͑or entered lattice sites͒ at the end of implantation and before any heating. Figure 3 shows cluster concentrations at various sizes as a function of depth. For simplicity, the concentrations represent the sums of pure B, pure Si and mixed B-Si clusters at the nominal sizes 2 through 5. Note that in this scheme the pure Si clusters of a given nominal size actually contained one more interstitial defect than the other cluster types ͑which constellate around a substitutional B atom͒. However, Fig. 3 seeks primarily to show concentrations of clusters having similar dissociation energy, for which nominal cluster size was a good proxy in our model.
Very early in the heating cycle on the way to the stabilization temperature, large numbers of clusters exist at all sizes. B i remains immobilized until dissociation of clusters other than (B s Ϫ Si i ) began to release B i . All dimers and trimers have dissociation energies low enough for this process to proceed at or below typical stabilization temperatures on the order of 660°C. The dissociation energy for trimers probably varies somewhat with their composition and whether they release B or Si. Given the data of Table II , however, the time constant for release decreases to 1 s near 280°C for pure Si dimers, near 400°C for pure B dimers, and near 590°C for trimers. By 660°C, the concentrations of these species decrease by roughly five orders of magnitude in our simulations, as shown in Fig. 4 . The interstitials released by the disintegration of dimers and trimers diffuse until recapture by larger clusters having larger dissociation energies. The mean spacing between larger clusters remains fairly small, however, on the order of 1, 5, and 27 nm in the ␣, ␤, and ␥ regions, respectively. Thus, in ␣ and ␤ regions where most boron resides, very little boron motion is possible, in agreement with much literature.
One might expect somewhat more boron motion in the ␥ region where the cluster spacing is significant. However, the kick-in reaction of B i via (B s -Si i ) inhibits this motion as follows. The (B s -Si i ) complex forms with the rate constant k ki and the time constant 1/k ki . Insertion of this time constant into Eq. 2 together with the diffusivity for interstitial boron yields
If the vibrational frequencies characteristic of hopping and kick-in are assumed to be identical ͑as is often done in treatments of this type 29 ͒, then Eq. 3 becomes
where k denotes Boltzmann's constant and denotes the hop length of an interstitial. In the present case, equals roughly 0.3 nm. 7 At 660°C, Eq. 4 indicates that B i can diffuse only 1.5 nm before this reaction takes place. Once the complex forms, it quickly redissociates by liberating either B i or Si i . Liberation of B i frees the boron atom again.
Liberation of Si i immobilizes the boron as B s , however, until another Si i comes along to reform the (B s -Si i ) complex and provide a mechanism for releasing B i . The branching ratio b between the dissociation reaction forming B i and Si i is b ϭ r 2,mix→Si r 2,mix→Si ϩ r 2,mix→B ͓5͔
At 660°C, this branching ratio is about 0.25, meaning that, on average, an immobilizing dissociation event that releases Si i occurs after only three dissociation events releasing B i . Put another way, boron is free to move only for a time equal to 3/k ki , meaning that immobilization occurs after a diffusion distance given by
This equation yields x ϭ 2.6 nm at 660°C. B s is freed again only after reassociating with a Si i atom that happens by, which occurs with a time constant equal to (k assoc ͓Si i ͔) Ϫ1 . Simulations show that at 600°C, ͓Si i ͔ in the ␥ region is about 10 10 cm Ϫ3 , leading to a time constant of about 80 min. This time is much longer than the total spike cycle, meaning that once B i is immobilized in the ␥ region ͑after B i diffusing only about 2-3 nm͒, it remains immobile during the remainder of temperature stabilization.
Main spike.-During the main spike, the rising temperature dissociates clusters of progressively larger sizes. The profile begins to spread, as shown in Fig. 5 , and the concentration of Si interstitials rose dramatically. Note that clusters of size four had mostly dissociated, leaving only the largest clusters intact.
Clusters ͓excluding (B s -Si i )] dissociate with energies ranging from a low of 1.4 eV for dimers up to 3.7 eV for large clusters. The number of dissociation pathways between those extremes is actually quite large if the structural isomers of the B-containing clusters are taken into account. This large number of pathways is plausible to describe according to a nearly continuous distribution of dissociation energies. At a given temperature during the spike, there exist three classes of clusters. The first, with low dissociation energy, have large dissociation rate constants but exist in negligibly small concentrations because most of them have already dissociated. The contribution to ͓B i ͔ and ͓Si i ͔ is also negligible. Clusters in the second class, with high dissociation energy, exist in large concentrations but have negligibly small rate constants for dissociation and therefore also do not contribute appreciably to ͓B i ͔ and ͓Si i ͔. The third class has both intermediate rate constants and intermediate concentrations and does contribute. Thus, during the main ramp, clusters of progressively larger sizes and therefore dissociation energies disappear. Note that once a cluster begins to dissociate, complete dissolution follows quickly because subsequent dissociation events have lower activation energies.
The freed interstitials may exchange with (B s -Si i ) or briefly coalesce into new clusters, but then quickly accrete onto larger clusters having large dissociation energies. This process may be considered as a form of Ostwald ripening. Such ripening and the quasiequilibrium it implies has been discussed at length in conjunction with constant-temperature experiments, 2, 3, 30, 31 but to our knowledge has not been rigorously justified for the conditions characteristic of fast ramps. The formation of (B s -Si i ) and addition of interstitials to clusters is extremely rapid during the main spike. At a typical maximum spike temperature of 1050°C, for example ͑with ͓B s ͔ ϳ 10 20 ), the time constants for creating (B s -Si i ) are 13 ps and 18 ns for B i and Si i , respectively. Dissociation proceeds at comparable speeds. At 1050°C, time constants for interstitial release from (B s -Si i ) are 13 and 30 ps for B and Si, respectively. Thus, concentrations of free interstitials may be considered to be in quasiequilibrium with those of complexes and small clusters, even under the extremely fast ramping conditions of ''flash'' rapid thermal processing, where heating rates approach 10 6 C/s. 32 There are many cluster dissociation pathways due to the varying stochiometries of larger clusters. It is therefore plausible to mathematically approximate the activation energies of those pathways using a nearly continuous distribution of dissociation energies. This description permits the use of simplifying mathematical expressions developed for related kinetic systems in which dissociation is described by a distribution of activation energies.
In such systems, there exist three classes of dissociating species during a linear ramp: almost fully dissociated, presently dissociating, and not yet dissociated. At any given temperature, only the class that is presently dissociating contributes significantly to interstitial release. This point is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6 , which shows that this class constitutes only a small fraction of the total distribution. This kinetic situation has been treated extensively in the literature in the context of gas desorption from surfaces. A clean, closedform analytical expression can be obtained 33 connecting each temperature in a linear ramp with the dissociation energy E* of the most active dissociating species. The number of clusters at a given value of E* controls the rate of interstitial release at a given temperature.
The following conditions must be satisfied to obtain the analytical expression:
1. The rate of reassociation of interstitials with the most actively dissociating clusters can be neglected. Examination of the association rates in Table I together with cluster concentrations suggested by simulations indicates that this condition holds in the present case.
2. The distribution must have a sufficiently broad standard deviation , that obeys /kT Ͼ 1.5. For clusters, the distribution of dissociation energies has a standard deviation on the order of 1 eV, Figure 5 . Concentrations of total boron, B s , Si i , and clusters ranging from size two to five as a function of position at the top of the spike at 1050°C. Note that TED is taking place, and that ͓Si i ͔ has risen dramatically. Figure 6 . Schematic diagram showing three classes of clusters as a function of dissociation energy at a fixed temperature during the ramp. Clusters from only a narrow range of energies near E* contribute significantly to the instantaneous liberation rate of interstitials because the concentration of clusters with E Ͻ E* is too low, and the dissociation rate of clusters with E Ͼ E* is too low.
while kT ϳ 0.1 eV at 1300 K. Thus, the breadth condition is easily satisfied in the present case.
3. The dissociation entails a single-step reaction. Although cluster dissolution involves a sequence of desorption events, release of the first atom has by far the highest activation energy. Thus the subsequent dissolution cascade is very rapid ͑because dissociation energy decreases substantially with size͒ and liberates interstitials essentially instantaneously. Thus, the overall dissociation for practical purposes can be treated as a single step. Under conditions 1-3, it can be shown that E* obeys the following transcendental equation
For simplified calculation of E*, this transcendental expression can be replaced 34 by the analytical expression
where Y ϵ ln(T/␤). The approximation has negligible error on the order of ͓ln Y/(Y)͔ 3 , which is 1.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 for a typical value of Y near 30.
At ␤ ϭ 50 K/s and a typical spike maximum of 1050°C ϭ 1323 K, Eq. 7 or 8 yield E* ϭ 3.4 eV, which is just below the dissociation energy for the maximum-sized mixed Si-B cluster. Raising the temperature much higher than 1050°C dissociates these large clusters and creates a flood of interstitials that greatly accelerate TED, as is well known from experiments. Note in Fig. 5 that all clusters except for the largest had largely dissociated by the top of the spike.
Estimating TED Distances
These considerations lead to a simple way to estimate likely TED distances from cluster concentrations and ͓Si i ͔. In other publications, 7, 8 we showed that diffusion of boron during TED is most likely controlled by free B i rather than (B s Ϫ Si i ) or (B s Ϫ B i ). As our prior discussion suggests, there are two primary kinds of reservoirs that can appreciably hinder motion of B i : nondissociated clusters and the lattice ͑as B s ). The importance of the nondissociated clusters scales with their concentration, while that of the lattice scales as the concentration of interstitial silicon.
Hindrance of B i motion by nondissociated clusters.-At a given temperature, the mean distance over which B i can diffuse freely equals the mean spacing between nondissociating reservoirs. By about 1000°C, the Ostwald ripening process described earlier has eliminated small clusters in favor of those having dissociation energies near the maximum of 3.5 eV ͑for B-containing clusters͒ or 3.7 eV ͑for pure Si clusters͒. Near the top of the spike, the total concentration of clusters that can add interstitials decreases dramatically. Figure 7 shows this effect computationally. In the simulations, clusters sizes two, three, and four can accrete interstitials, but not size five, because the model constrains clusters to sizes less than five. In the vicinity of the top of the spike the concentrations of size two, three, and four clusters in the ␤ region where most TED takes place decrease to a sum of about 4 ϫ 10 15 cm Ϫ3 , meaning that the spacing rises to roughly (4 ϫ 10 15 cm Ϫ3 ) Ϫ1/3 ϭ 63 nm. In the ␥ region near the junction, the corresponding number is 520 nm. These numbers are too large to account for the modest change in junction depth ͑14 nm͒ observed in Fig. 2 .
Note that the artificiality of the simulations due to cluster size limitation to five or less can be instructive. In contrast to real clusters that can both add and lose interstitials, the largest clusters in the simulations can dissociate but not accrete interstitials. The primary effect of the size five clusters is therefore to accurately reproduce the huge release of interstitials if the temperature gets too high. The largest clusters do not dissociate appreciably in the simulations, so their concentration remains high, near 6 ϫ 10 20 , 8 ϫ 10 18 , and 3 ϫ 10 16 cm Ϫ3 in the ␣, ␤, and ␥ regions, respectively, at 1050°C. If these clusters were active in accreting boron interstitials, the arguments given above would yield 1.2, 5, and 32 nm for the respective diffusion distances. Mobility in the ␣ region is difficult to assess from the boron profiles, since most boron there is tied up in large clusters that never dissociate. However, the numbers for ␤ and ␥ regions form a range that brackets the observed change in junction depth of 14 nm, and therefore might lend support to the cluster mechanism for inhibiting boron diffusion.
It is not presently known whether large clusters ͑on their way to resembling ͕311͖ defects͒ can accrete boron, or what the dissociation energy for release might be. Hence, an appeal to the physics of cluster formation cannot resolve the issue. However, closer examination of the profiles in Fig. 2 provides a clue. Although the junction depth in the ␥ region changes by 14 nm, the degree of motion actually increases toward the ␤ region. For example, profile spreading at the constant-concentration level of 2 ϫ 10 19 cm Ϫ3 level is close to 30 nm. At higher concentrations approaching those of the ␣ region, spreading decreases again. However, the argument that nondissociated clusters constitute the primary brakes on boron diffusion would predict that spreading should increase uniformly with increasing depth, because cluster spacing increases this way. Thus, spreading should be smaller in the ␤ region and larger in the ␥ region. This trend is observed neither in experiments ͑where large clusters in principle can accrete boron͒ nor in simulation ͑where they cannot͒, thereby arguing against the importance of clusters as primary inhibitors of boron diffusion.
Hindrance of B i motion by the lattice reservior.-When this mechanism dominates, boron moves while it is a free interstitial ͑slightly impeded by exchange with (B s Ϫ Si i ) via the pathway that releases B i ), but is rapidly immobilized when (B s Ϫ Si i ) releases Si i and can move again only after lengthy periods of waiting for association with another free Si interstitial. The distance over which boron can move before immobilization comes from the branching ratio b defined in Eq. 5 and first used in Eq. 6. Equation 6 can be written in the following more general form
During temperature stabilization, this ratio is about 0.25; it rises to 0.35 at 1050°C, so that x decreases to 1.7 nm. However, ͓Si i ͔ increases to an average of about 5 ϫ 10 14 and 2 ϫ 10 14 cm Ϫ3 in the ␤ and ␥ regions in the vicinity of the spike maximum, so that the time constants for liberation decrease to (k assoc ͓Si i ͔) Ϫ1 ϭ 0.0036 and 0.009 s, respectively. Thus, during the approximately 1 s that T remains within about 50°C of the top, liberation takes place roughly 280 and 110 times. Equation 9 can be further modified to take this liberation into account by defining a time, t max , as a characteristic time over which the wafer remains near the peak temperature. Then
Equation 10 yields a total distance of motion equal to 27 and 17 nm in the ␤ and ␥ regions near the top of the spike. The numerical estimates agree well ͑10-20%͒ with the degrees of profile spreading in these regions. Unlike the cluster braking mechanism, lattice braking also correctly predicts the decrease in profile spreading when moving deeper into the bulk from the ␤ to the ␥ region. Equation 10 helps to interpret why TED is observed only at the top of the spike. During heating, interstitial silicon is produced mainly by the dissociation of clusters. Since there is no lattice reservoir for Si i equivalent to that for B i ͑because the lattice holds primarily Si atoms͒, Si i diffuses rapidly over large distances in the ␤ and ␥ regions where cluster concentrations are modest. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3-5 , profiles for ͓Si i ͔ are flat compared with most other species in the implanted system. During the main spike, ͓Si i ͔ rose dramatically because of increasing release rate from clusters ͑due to the larger average number of Si atoms per cluster and the larger number of stoichiometric permutations of mixed clusters͒ and decreasing net capture rates due to the decreasing total number of clusters. This increase in ͓Si i ͔ permitted x to grow in Eq. 10.
Implications for TED Reduction
This picture suggests that a key to reducing TED is to adjust both the initial conditions for the clusters ͑during implant͒ and the subsequent heating procedure to minimize the number of clusters having dissociation energies just below the maximum. Such minimization would decrease the release rate of silicon interstitials near the top of the spike where TED takes place. Such minimization can be accomplished by aiming to produce primarily ͑i͒ very small clusters, or ͑ii͒ large clusters. Producing very small clusters may be accomplished by very rapid implant at well below room temperature where interstitial motion is inhibited. A sudden, mild warm up would encourage formation of a large number of very small clusters. The problem, of course, is that conventional heating programs up to near 1050°C to improve dopant activation would dissociate the vast majority of these clusters ͑except a few that happen to grow by Ostwald-like ripening͒, producing a flood of Si i that would promote TED. Producing large clusters is best accomplished by a slow Ostwald-ripening anneal prior to the final spike. This procedure has the best chance of working if mixed B-Si clusters have slightly lower dissociation energy than pure Si clusters. Thus, appreciable amounts of boron could be freed while leaving most Si within clusters. We have assumed such a difference of activation energy in our model, although the details of the size and stoichiometry dependence of cluster dissociation are poorly known. A better understanding of this dependence would help greatly in designing suitable heating programs.
Conclusion
Using a set of rate parameters based on firmer grounds than previously available, we developed a relatively simple analytical treatment of TED that is capable of ͑i͒ predicting the temperature at which TED should begin to occur, and ͑ii͒ estimating the TED distance in terms of the concentration of clusters slightly smaller than the largest. The picture suggests that reduction of TED should focus on decreasing the number of clusters in this size range in favor of larger clusters. A better understanding the size and stoichiometry dependence of cluster dissociation would help greatly in exploiting such effects.
